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southeastward expansion of the Siberian High and north-
erly wind near surface, which is caused by growing baro-
clinic waves. During the blocking cold surge, a geopoten-
tial height dipole indicating the subarctic blocking and 
deepening of East Asian coastal trough induces a south-
ward expansion of the Siberian High and northeasterly 
wind. Compared to the wave-train type, the blocking cold 
surge exhibits a longer duration and stronger intensity. In 
the new framework of these dynamic indices, we can detect 
a third type of cold surge when both the wave-train and the 
blocking occur together. In addition, we can exclude the 
events that do not have the essential features of the upper 
tropospheric disturbances or the subarctic anticyclonic cir-
culation, which are responsible for cold surge occurrence, 
using the new indices.

1 Introduction

Cold surges over East Asia, accompanying intra-seasonal 
amplifications of the Siberian High, bring steep sur-
face air temperature drops within 1–2 days, far exceed-
ing usual wintertime temperature variability of the same 
temporal time scale. The extreme cold anomalies of cold 
surges originate along the edge of the Siberian High with 
intense northerly wind sustaining for several days, which 
often result in tremendous socioeconomic impacts on East 
Asian countries and areas (e.g., China, Korea, Japan, and 
Taiwan). On average, approximately two cold surges per 
month occur over East Asia in winter (Chen et al. 2004). 
They often cause heavy freezing precipitation and snowfall 
over East Asia (Chen 2002; Park et al. 2011). Some strong 
cold surges can lead to strong convective activities over 
the South China Sea and adjacent regions (Lu et al. 2007). 
On rare occasions, the impact of extreme cold surges 
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originated in Siberia can reach remote regions in North 
America through the North Pacific Ocean (Cohen et al. 
2001; Jiang and Deng 2011).

Associated with the intra-seasonal amplification of the 
Siberian High, the most widely known dynamic process for 
generating and maintaining the East Asian cold surges is the 
upper-tropospheric propagation of the wave-train (i.e., a peri-
odic trough–ridge pattern) from northwestern Eurasia into 
East Asia (Takaya and Nakamura 2005a; Jeong et al. 2006). 
When the upper-tropospheric disturbances over the northern 
Eurasian continent grow into a wave-train, its southeastward 
propagation deepens the tropospheric trough near the eastern 
seaboard of East Asia, leading to a lower-level northwesterly 
flow that brings the pre-existing cold air over Siberia to East 
Asia (Joung and Hitchman 1982; Zhang et al. 1997). The 
northwesterly flow accompanying the cold anomaly, in turn, 
amplifies the pre-dominant anticyclonic circulation, i.e., an 
amplification of the Siberian High, which further induces 
anomalous vorticity advection aloft, which reinforces the 
anticyclonic ridge and cyclonic anomalies downstream and 
constitutes the propagation of the upper-tropospheric wave-
train (Chen et al. 2002). As a result, the wave-train across 
the Eurasian continent plays a critical role in initiating and 
sustaining cold surges over East Asia through the interaction 
with the Siberian High and the pre-existing cold anomaly 
over Siberia (Takaya and Nakamura 2005a).

Besides the initiation of cold surge by the upper-tropo-
spheric wave-train, an amplification of the Siberian High 
associated with the subarctic atmospheric blocking is 
another primary mechanism to initiate cold surge. This 
type of cold surge has distinct features. Takaya and Naka-
mura (2005b) suggested that an East Asian cold surge can 
be initiated by the blocking retrograded in the North Pacific 
where the blocking ridge forms under strong feedback forc-
ing from the Pacific storm track, based on composite analy-
sis of 20 strongest Siberian High events. Park et al. (2008) 
reported that the long-lasting cold surge during the winter 
of 2005/2006 originated from westward development of 
anticyclonic anomalies observed near surface all the way to 
the stratosphere. In the winter of 2009/2010, frequent and 
successive occurrences of blocking cold surges led to long-
lasting cold weather and several heavy snowfall events asso-
ciated with large-scale variability, such as the Arctic Oscil-
lation and the Madden–Julian Oscillation (Park et al. 2010).

Recently, Park et al. (2014) made an attempt to clas-
sify East Asian cold surges into two distinct types, using an 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method on cold surges 
occurred during 52 winters of 1954/55–2005/06. All cold 
surges were successfully classified by the clustering method 
and each type showed the above-mentioned primary char-
acteristics. However, the clustering method performs the 
classification algorithm in light of “statistical” similarities 
among already given samples without using any dynamic 

information. Therefore, it is possible that the clustered distri-
bution of samples may change when a different target period 
is used. For example, if several new samples, albeit the only 
one, are added to original samples, the clustering procedure 
does the classification all over again. In this case, it is pos-
sible that the new addition does not fit into the original (i.e., 
pre-detected one in the previous clustering effort) clusters, 
and new cluster(s) may need to be formed. In addition, the 
clustered groups depend on the kind of dataset used, such as 
reanalysis product and climate model output. In particular, 
the fact that the two types of cold surge are not independent 
from each other in (Park et al. 2014) results in a third type, 
the mixed type, when the two types occur simultaneously. 
The mixed type is sensitive to clustering criteria, which pre-
vent the clustering method from producing statistically con-
sistent classification regardless of the target period and the 
dataset type. Due to above-mentioned limitations of the clus-
tering method, it is necessary to use a method of a “fixed” 
index or indices linked to dynamically consistent informa-
tion. In this paper, we present a new classification method 
based on two indices of wave train and blocking. For this, the 
blocking definition in Pelly and Hoskins (2003) is applied to 
the new index with some modification.

Section 2 of this paper describes cold surge definition. 
In Sect. 2, we also provide a procedure to classify the cold 
surges using the clustering method in order to choose the 
areal extent for calculating new indices. Section 3 intro-
duces two new indices of East Asian cold surge types based 
on dynamic characteristics of wave-train and blocking 
cold surges. In Sect. 4, we present the distinct features of 
the two type cold surges using the new indices, followed 
by possible applications of the new indices in Sect. 5. Sec-
tion 6 gives a summary and discussion.

2  Cold surge definition and clustering classification

In this study, we define cold surges over East Asia focused 
on the northeastern China and Korea. The most direct indi-
cators of a cold surge occurrence over East Asia are the 
strengthening of the Siberian High and the subsequent 
abrupt surface temperature drop within 2 days (Zhang et al. 
1997). Considering these indicators, we follow the meth-
odology of Jeong and Ho (2005) and Woo et al. (2012) to 
identify cold surge occurrences. Firstly, the day of a strong 
Siberian High is identified when a center of surface anti-
cyclone is detected over 90–115°E, 35–55°N and the mag-
nitude of mean sea level pressure (MSLP) at the center 
exceeds 1,030 hPa. The center of this surface anticyclone is 
detected using the methodology of Zhang and Wang (1997) 
in which the center is the grid point where its geopotential 
height (Z) at 1,000 hPa is larger than the eight surrounding 
grids’ values. Next, the day-to-day drop of the surface air 
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temperature (SAT) averaged over northeastern China (120–
125°E, 40–45°N) or the Korean Peninsula (125–130°E, 
35–40°N) should exceed 1.5 standard deviation (σ) of daily 
SAT anomaly for the 32 winters (November to March) of 
1979/80–2010/11 within 2 days. In addition, to include 
only the “absolutely” cold days, we consider the days when 
the daily SAT values were below the climatological mean 
value averaged for 1979/80–2010/11 winters. The termina-
tion of a cold surge is defined by the daily SAT anomaly 
being larger than −0.5 σ. If a new cold surge occurrence 
is detected before the termination of the previous one, we 
regard the two surges as a continuous one. We tested zero 
SAT anomalies as the termination criterion, but this led to 
many unrealistic situations with a lot of cold surges having 
extremely long duration of more than 30 days.

According to these criteria, 352 cold surge occurrences 
are detected for the 32 winters, which corresponds to 2.2 
cases per month, using daily mean SAT, MSLP, and Z at 
1,000 hPa from the European Center for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis Interim (ERA-
Interim) (Dee et al. 2011). This frequency is higher than 
the frequencies reported in previous studies: 1.85, 1.40 and 
1.56 per month in Zhang et al. (1997), Jeong and Ho (2005) 
and Woo et al. (2012), respectively. Clearly, these criteria 
give too many cold “events,” because they had local sig-
nals over East Asia but they did not have typical large-scale 
circulation signals as cold surges. A new index suggested 
in this study can effectively exclude these non-cold surge 
“weather” events and reduce the occurrence frequency to 
match results from the above-mentioned earlier studies 
(we will revisit this point in Sect. 5). These new indices 
are based on dynamical features of cold surge types, so we 
need to first classify these cold surges.

Here, we classify cold surges into two types, wave-train 
and blocking, using a statistical clustering method. This is a 
benchmark for evaluating the new indices we will introduce 
in Sect. 3 and provides some information for determin-
ing key regions to be used in the new indices. Following 
Park et al. (2014), an agglomerative hierarchical cluster-
ing method is applied to Z anomalies at 300 hPa averaged 
over the region of 60–180°E and 20–90°N where the main 
features of the wave-train and the blocking are observed. 
At the first step, each individual case is regarded as not 
only a single object but also a single cluster. The closest 
two clusters are merged into a new one cluster every step 
so that the number of clusters decreases by one per step. 
As an algorithm to find the closest two clusters, we use the 
Ward’s minimum variance clustering criterion (Kalkstein 
et al. 1987). When let us consider G clusters, the squared 
sum of the differences between individual objects within 
the cluster and their mean for the gth cluster is defined as 
the error sum of squares (ESSg), and then the total distance 
is defined as sum of ESSg for G clusters, that is, total error 

sum of squares (TESSG). Among possible pairs of clus-
ters, a merging that minimizes the increase from TESSG to 
TESSG−1 performs, indicating the merging of the closest 
two clusters. During repeating of the merging, we detect 
the step that corresponds to the greatest increase of the total 
distance, implying two clusters that have the most different 
characteristics are merged. We must terminate the merging 
just before the step with the greatest increase and the num-
ber of clusters at this termination step is the final number of 
clusters. For more details, please refer to Park et al. (2014).

In this study, the merging from 350th to 351st (i.e., the 
last step) step shows the greatest increase of the total dis-
tance. It means that the clustering procedure should be 
stopped at 350th step and the final number of clusters is 
two. As the result of using this clustering method, a total of 
352 cold surges are grouped into two types, with 284 as the 
wave-train type and 68 as the blocking type.

3  Two new indices of cold surge types

To improve the classical blocking identification (Tibaldi 
and Molteni 1990), Pelly and Hoskins (2003) suggested a 
new methodology to define Northern Hemisphere block-
ings based on the reversal of the usual equatorward gradi-
ent of potential temperature (θ) on the dynamic tropopause 
at 2-potential vorticity units (PVU) surface. The method has 
the superiority with a good approximation of the air mass 
related to the extratropical synoptic development of block-
ing as it is materially conserved in time under frictionless 
and adiabatic conditions. We follow this methodology with 
some modifications to develop two new indices, which not 
only well catch the dynamic features of cold surge types but 
also make up for the shortcoming of the clustering method.

Figure 1a shows the composite Z and its anomaly at 
300 hPa of 284 wave-train cold surges classified by the 
clustering method. We can see a pronounced ridge-trough-
ridge pattern emerging from the Eurasian continent and 
coming out the Northwest Pacific (i.e., wave propaga-
tion). The pattern is associated with a north–south fluctua-
tion of Z where the trough and the ridge, respectively, link 
with equatorward and poleward bending of climatological 
mean pattern of Z. Figure 1b shows the composite Z and 
its anomaly at 300 hPa of 68 blocking cold surges classi-
fied by the clustering method. We can see that the subarctic 
blocking and the East Asian trough constitute a meridion-
ally oriented dipole pattern. Tyrlis and Hoskins (2008) 
suggested that the cyclonic Rossby wave breaking occurs 
with such a poleward intrusion of high Z and the equa-
torward intrusion of low Z. As a result, the fluctuating Z 
by the wave propagation and the wave breaking represent 
the dynamic bases of the wave-train and the blocking cold 
surges, respectively.
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Hoskins et al. (1985) suggested that the development 
of extratropical synoptic disturbances are well approxi-
mated by their adiabatic behaviors. In the absence of dia-
batic processes, θ on a PV surface would be conserved 
in time, providing an excellent tracer for the air mass 
contributing to wave propagation and breaking. Further, 
the PV can be inverted to give the balanced component 
of the flow (i.e., PV inversion). The wave propagation 
and breaking are the most prominent in areas of strong 
baroclinicity located around tropopause, rather than the 
Z on the 300 or 500 hPa surface. In the PV framework, 
Hoskins and Berrisford (1988) discussed the advantages 
of presenting diagnostics on the 2-PVU surface, which is 
thought to closely follow the position of the tropopause 
and is referred to as the dynamic tropopause. Based on 
the usefulness of θ on the PV surface and the dynamic 
tropopause, Pelly and Hoskins (2003) used θ on the 
2-PVU in identifying wave breaking-related blockings. 
Adding a consideration of wave propagation to the con-
cept of Pelly and Hoskins (2003), we present the com-
posite θ and its anomaly on the 2-PVU surface for the 
wave-train and blocking cold surges in Fig. 1c, d, respec-
tively. The troughs (ridges) of the wave-train type shown 
in Fig. 1a are characterized by southward (northward) 

shifting of cold (warm) air mass along the 2-PVU sur-
face, making anomalous northwest-southeast-oriented 
warm-cold pattern (Fig. 1c). For the blocking type, 
Fig. 1d indicates the cyclonic overturning of the usual 
meridional θ gradient on the 2-PVU surface with warm 
tropopause on the poleward side and cold tropopause on 
the equatorward side, resulting in the Artic warm anom-
aly and the East Asian coastal cold anomaly.

Picking up the principal anomalous features in Fig. 1c, 
d, we consider a schematic diagram of θ anomalies on the 
2-PVU surface for the two types. Figure 2 shows the sche-
matic for defining the wave-train index (hereafter WI). For 
the wave-train type, two ridges are located in the central 
Siberia and the western North Pacific, respectively, while 
the trough is observed over northeast China. The trough 
also exists in the blocking type, and the subarctic blocking 
ridge forms the other feature. The WI is defined as the dif-
ference between the θ anomalies averaged over the western 
North Pacific (140–170°E and 30–55°N) and over northeast 
China (110–140°E and 35–60°N) as R3 and R2, respec-
tively, shown in Fig. 2. Ideally, the wave-train type has a 
definite positive WI value due to positive θ anomaly over 
R3 and negative θ anomaly over R2. On the other hand, 
because of the absence of θ anomaly over R3, the WI for 

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 1  Composite of (top) Z (contour interval of 2,000 m2 s2) and its 
anomalies (shading) at 300 hPa and of (bottom) θ (contour interval of 
10 K) and its anomalies (shading) on the 2-PVU for (a, c) wave-train 

and (b, d) blocking cold surges classified by the clustering method. 
Solid blue, solid red and dashed blue boxes indicate R1, R2 and R3 
regions, respectively, used in the new indices
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the blocking type is a relatively small positive value com-
pared with that for the wave-train type. This way, the WI 
separates the two types cleanly.

Figure 3 illustrates how the blocking index (hereafter BI) 
is derived to give information on the blocking feature. For 
the BI, θ anomaly averaged over the subarctic region (R1, 
110–140°E and 65–90°N) is compared to that over north-
east China (R2, 110–140°E and 35–60°N). The difference 
between θ anomalies averaged over R1 and over R2 for the 
blocking type produces a large positive BI value (Fig. 3b), 
whereas the wave-train type has a relatively small BI value 
derived from the sole θ anomaly over R2 (Fig. 3a). This 
way, the BI separates the two types cleanly as well.

The new indices introduced here are designed to capture 
essential dynamic properties associated with the two cold 
surge types. The larger the WI is, the closer to the charac-
teristics of the wave-train type the cold surge is. In contrast, 
a larger BI means that the cold surge has more properties of 
the blocking type. Comparison of Figs. 2a and 3a informs 
us of the fact that for the wave-train type the WI is larger 
than the BI on the bases of positive θR3

′  value and insignifi-
cant θR1

′  value under the same θR2
′  value. Using the similar 

argument, the blocking type is characterized by a larger BI 
value and a smaller WI value (Figs. 2b, 3b). Therefore, a 
combination of the WI and BI determines both cold surge 
types.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2  Schematic for the wave-train index using θ anomalies on the 2-PVU surface for a wave-train and b blocking types in R2 and R3 regions

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3  Schematic for the blocking index using θ anomalies on the 2-PVU surface for a wave-train and b blocking types in R1 and R2 regions
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4  Two types of cold surge classified by the new indices

We calculate the dynamic cold surge indices of WI and BI 
at occurrence days of a total of 352 cold surges. Figure 4 
shows a scatter plot with the BI and WI as abscissa and 
ordinate, respectively, to give a phase-space plot of the two 
indices for all cold surges. The cold surges on the right-
hand side of the plot where the BI value is greater than zero 
have the properties of the blocking type, while the top part 
with positive WI values means cold surges characterized by 
the wave-train type. The cold surges in the first quadrant 
can have properties of both wave-train and blocking types. 
Interestingly, some cold surges are found in the third quad-
rant where both WI and BI are negative. In the concept of 
new indices, cold surges with negative WI and BI values are 
likely to occur without the general large-scale atmospheric 
circulations of the upper-level wave propagation or the ret-
rograding subarctic blocking. It is also expected that the 
impact of the cold surges not accompanied with the large-
scale circulation is local and somewhat weak, resulting in 
moderate temperature drop.

In Fig. 4a, we classify the cold surges into two types 
based on the criteria where the wave-train (blocking) type 
is defined by the WI (BI) being greater than zero and being 
greater than the BI (WI). Excluding 60 cold surges with 
negative values of both WI and BI, a total of 292 cold surge 
cases are grouped into 188 and 104 cold surges under the 
wave-train and blocking types, respectively, which are used 
for the composites of daily anomalies to characterize the 
two types. To compare the classification by the new indi-
ces with that by the clustering method, scatter plots of WI 
and BI for cluster 1 and cluster 2 are presented in Fig. 4b. 
We can see that 170 among the 284 cold surges included 

in cluster 1 are classified into the wave-train type based 
on the new indices and that 58 cold surges, into the block-
ing type. In addition, negative WI and BI values, implying 
events without general cold surge characteristics, are found 
in 56 cold surges of cluster 1. For cluster 2, 46, 18 and 4 
among the 68 cold surges are included into the categories 
of the blocking, the wave-train and negative WI and BI val-
ues, respectively. Though the majority of cluster 1 (cluster 
2) are in the wave-train (blocking) type shown in Fig. 4a, 
more than a few of cases do not have general features of 
wave-train or blocking type, which can be constructed by 
a combination of WI and BI. This indicates that the cluster-
ing method based on the statistical similarity cannot well 
capture the dynamic features of the two types of cold surge. 
Thus, the clustering method without dynamic considera-
tions is likely to depend on the analyzed cases and cannot 
provide a consistent classification.

Figure 5 shows the composite 300- and 850-hPa Z 
anomalies that present the temporal evolutions of the 
wave-train and the blocking cold surges from day −2 to 
day +2. Note that, in the present study, the composite 
analysis is conducted for all 188 wave-train cases and all 
104 blocking cases. In addition, to reveal statistical sig-
nificance for the composited results of anomalies, the stu-
dent t test is applied to the each type of cold surges. For 
the wave-train type, a pronounced ridge-trough-ridge pat-
tern over the Ural Mountains (50–90°E, 50–75°N), Lake 
Baikal (90–120°E, 45–65°N), and Korea-Japan (120–
140°E, 30–45°N) is observed in 300-hPa Z anomalies 
on day −2 (Fig. 5a). From day −2 to day +2, this wave-
train propagates slowly toward southeast (Fig. 5a, c, e). 
In the lower troposphere (850 hPa), there is a southeast-
ward progression of the anticyclone-cyclone couplet over 

(a) (b)

Fig. 4  Scatter plots of BI versus WI for a the wave-train type (red 
dots), blocking type (blue dots), and unclassified (black dots) cold 
surges grouped by the new dynamic indices and b for the wave-train 

type (red dots) and blocking type (blue dots) cold surges grouped by 
the clustering method
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Siberia and East Asia, where the anticyclone progresses 
from Siberia to southern China, related to an expansion 
of the Siberian High toward East Asia. The lower-level 
flow between the anticyclone-cyclone couplet can bring 
the cold air from the high-latitudes to East Asia, leading 
to cold surge occurrence. The Z anomalies show a slight 
westward tilt with height, indicating the typical charac-
teristics of a growing baroclinic wave structure. In the 
case of the blocking type, large positive and negative Z 
anomalies are found near the subarctic region and over 
East Asia, respectively (Fig. 5b, d, f). The positive anoma-
lies of blocking are nearly barotropic without a vertical 
tilt and appear stationary from day −2 to day +2, whereas 
the negative Z anomalies (i.e., troughs) show a baro-
clinic structure of westward tilt with height and propagate 
slowly southeastward from Lake Baikal to Korea-Japan. 
The accompanied southward expansion of the Siberian 
High originated from the subarctic can be clearly seen 
in Fig. 5d. The expanded Siberian High forms a zonally-
oriented anticyclone-cyclone couplet that induces intense 
cold advection over Korea and Japan.

To reveal the development mechanisms of the two types, 
we show the vertical cross-sections of the composite anom-
alies of Z and temperature (T) for day 0 along the wave-
train line (Fig. 6a, b) and the blocking-trough line (Fig. 6c, 
d) denoted by grey thick lines in Fig. 5c, d. For the vertical 
structure of the wave-train type along the wave-train line, 
the ridge-trough-ridge pattern exhibits evident westward tilt 
with height below the lower stratosphere while the warm 
and cold cores in the troposphere tilt eastward with height 
(Fig. 6a). The westward tilted trough-ridge and its corre-
sponding eastward tilted cooling-warming structure indi-
cate that extratropical disturbances baroclinically grow into 
the synoptic-scale wave-train. In Fig. 6b, the blocking type 
of cold surge is accompanied by a westward tilting of the 
trough found over East Asia and its relevant eastward tilting 
of tropospheric cooling. The East Asian coastal trough, one 
of the dipole constitutions of the blocking type, is devel-
oped by the baroclinic growth. In the vertical cross-section 
along the blocking-trough line, the negative Z anomalies of 
the midlatitude trough (south of 50°N) are observed from 
the troposphere to the lower stratosphere for both types 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 5  Composite of Z anomalies at 300 hPa (contour interval of 
300 m2 s2; significant values at 95 % confidence level are indicated 
by thick contours) and at 850 hPa (shading; significant values at 95 % 
confidence level are indicated by black dots) for day −2 to day +2 

relative to cold surge occurrences of (a, c, e) wave-train and (b, d, 
f) blocking types. Grey thick lines in (c, d) indicate the wave-guided 
line and the blocking-ridge line, respectively
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(Fig. 6c, d). For the blocking type (Fig. 6d), the positive 
Z anomalies associated with the subarctic blocking (north 
of 50°N) cover both stratosphere and troposphere, which 
constitutes the dipole structure with the midlatitude trough. 
Maximum and minimum Z anomalies of the blocking and 
the trough are found at approximately 20 hPa (i.e., mid-
stratosphere) and 300 hPa (i.e., tropopause), respectively. 
In Fig. 6a, d, the near-surface ridges (i.e., near 120°E in 
Fig. 6a and near 55°N in Fig. 6d) migrate toward the tropo-
spheric cold anomalies, indicating the relationship between 
an amplification of the Siberian High and near-surface cold 
anomalies.

Figure 7 presents the near-surface features of the two 
types of cold surge, including anomalies of MSLP, wind, 
and T at 850 hPa. Both types of cold surge are clearly asso-
ciated with the amplification of the Siberian High and its 
expansion toward East Asia (Fig. 7a–d), which reinforce 
local anomalous cold temperatures. For the wave-train 
type, however, the amplified Siberian High starts from 
the interior of the Eurasian continent and expands along a 
northwest-southeast direction (Fig. 7a, c). In contrast, the 
expansion related to the blocking type is along a southward 
direction with the center of the high originating from the 
subarctic region and expanding to East Asia (Fig. 7b, d). In 
addition to the Siberian High, a weak low-pressure anomaly 

is observed over Korea-Japan in both types of cold surge. 
Compared with the strong Siberian High, the relatively 
weak low-pressure anomaly as an auxiliary component of 
the cold surge development also contributes to the strong 
pressure gradient between the low-level high- and low-
pressure anomalies responsible for strong low-level cold 
advection across the usual meridional temperature gradi-
ent, bringing the abrupt cold temperature drop to East Asia 
(Fig. 7e, f). Under the distinct expansion of the Siberian 
High, the features of the low-level flow related to the cold 
advection for the two types are different. In the wave-train 
case, the confluence of the low-level flow associated with 
the southeastward expansion of the Siberian High and the 
deepening low over Korea-Japan lead to anomalous north-
erly wind (Fig. 7e). In the blocking case, the cold advection 
is driven mainly by northeasterly wind along with the flows 
between the southward expansion of the Siberian High and 
the low (Fig. 7f).

Besides the distinct occurrence mechanisms, there are 
considerable differences in duration and intensity between 
the wave-train and blocking types. Figure 8a shows the 
number of two type cold surges categorized by duration. 
Overall, the cold surges of the wave-train type last shorter 
periods compared to those of the blocking type. The dura-
tion-related dependency of the two types is more evident in 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6  Vertical cross-sections of Z anomalies (contour interval of 
300 m2 s2; significant values at 95 % confidence level are indicated 
by thick black contours) and T anomalies (shading; units are K; sig-
nificant values at 95 % confidence level are indicated by thick grey 

contours) along thick grey lines in Fig. 5c (from 60°E and 75°N to 
150°E and 35°N) and Fig. 5d (meridional cross-section along 120°E) 
for day 0 relative to the cold surge occurrences of a, c wave-train and 
b, d blocking types
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terms of relative ratios of the wave-train and blocking types 
to the total cold surge types (Fig. 8b). While the wave-
train type is more dominant for the duration of less than 
7 days, the blocking type is more common for the duration 
of more than 8 days; the mean durations of the cold surges 
are 3.11 days for the wave-train type and 4.24 days for the 
blocking type. In addition to the longer duration, the cold 
surge intensity, defined as the SAT anomalies accumulated 
for the cold surge period, is stronger for the blocking type 
than for the wave-train type (Fig. 8c, d). Previous litera-
tures regarded the SAT anomaly at the only occurrence date 
as cold surge intensity. However, because the cold surge 
has an actual influence on the whole cold surge period, 
we define the intensity as the SAT anomalies accumulated 
from occurrence to termination. In general, the stronger the 
intensity is, the less the total number of cold surges is. Thus, 
it is natural that both the wave-train and blocking types are 
more frequent in the categories of weaker intensity. How-
ever, the ratio of the types in Fig. 8d shows the cold surges 
in the wave-train case occur with weak intensity and, 

specifically, that the occurrences tend to focus on the inten-
sity more than −30 °C. On the contrary, the blocking type 
has a larger ratio of the total cold surges of stronger inten-
sity. In particular, the extremely strong intensity of less than 
−90 °C is found only in the blocking case. The dependence 
of distribution of the cold surge intensity on their types is 
supported by the mean intensity of −10.2 and −16.3 °C for 
the wave-train and blocking types, respectively. Because 
the blocking type sustains for a longer time than the wave-
train type, it may be natural that the blocking case tends to 
have stronger cold surge intensity. To eliminate the influ-
ence of duration on intensity, the number of cold surges 
categorized according to the SAT anomalies averaged over 
duration is present in Fig. 8e, f. Overall, while the occur-
rence of the wave-train type is more frequent for small SAT 
anomalies (e.g., higher temperature than −7 °C), the occur-
rence of the blocking type in more frequent in extremely 
cold SAT anomalies of less than −7 °C, resulting in the 
mean values of −2.7 and −2.9 °C for the wave-train and 
blocking types, respectively. This means the blocking type 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 7  Composites of MSLP anomalies (contour interval of 100 Pa; 
significant values at 95 % confidence level are shaded) for a, b day 
−2 and c, d day 0 relative to the cold surge occurrences. Composites 

of e, f T anomalies (shading; significant values at 95 % confidence 
level are indicated by black dots) and wind anomalies (vectors) at 
850 hPa for day 0 of a, c, e wave-train and b, d, f blocking types
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of strong cold surge intensity not only has a longer dura-
tion but also a lower SAT anomaly. However, personal and 
property damage due to cold surge can often arise from an 
extremely cold temperature, even though the extreme cold 
event does not last long. It in turn indicates that strong cold 
surge just for a few days could be severer than relatively 
long cold days with small negative temperature anomaly. 
To consider this point, we count the number of the wave-
train and blocking cold surges with extremely cold temper-
ature anomaly below the 10th percentile of the temperature 
anomalies among all 352 cold surges. 18 cases among 188 
wave-train cold surges are included in extreme cold surge 
and it accounts for 9.6 %. For the blocking type, 15 cold 
surges are picked up as the extreme one, forming 14.4 % 
(i.e., 15 of 104). This supports the fact that the blocking 
type has stronger intensity than the wave-train type.

Park et al. (2011, 2014) showed that the blocking cold 
surge has a dependency with respect to the AO phase. To 
delineate that the blocking type identified by the new indices 
also depends on AO variability, we show a distribution of the 
number of cold surge occurrences for both types according to 
AO index in Fig. 9. While the wave-train type has no prefer-
ence for positive or negative AO, the blocking type is strongly 
dependent on the AO phase. The number of occurrences of 
the wave-train type is 98 and 90 for less and more than zero 
value of AO index, respectively. However, for blocking type, 
75 cold surge occurrences are related to negative AO, while 
just 28 cold surges occur during positive AO. Thus, the AO-
related polarity is evident only in the blocking type, consist-
ent with Park et al. (2014). This indicates that the classifica-
tion of cold surge type by the new indices is reasonable in 
terms of the relation of these cold surge types to AO.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 8  The number of cold surge occurrences of wave-train (light grey bar) and blocking (dark grey bar) types in the left panels and their ratios 
in the right panels, categorized by a, b duration, c, d intensity and e, f SAT anomalies averaged over their durations
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To investigate the temporal evolutions of WI and BI for 
each cold surge type, we present their day-to-day changes 
during day −10 to day +10 relative to the occurrence day. 
Starting from day −2, the WI related to the wave-train type 
steeply increases with statistically significant value and the 
significant WI vanishes after day +3 (Fig. 10a), while the 
BI has a significant positive value only on the occurrence 
day (Fig. 10b). For the blocking type, the WI is insignifi-
cant during most days of the cold surge evolution except 
for day +1 and day +2 (Fig. 10c). In Fig. 10d, the positive 

BI begins to appear more than 1 week ahead of the cold 
surge occurrence. Focusing on the statistically significant 
values, we can see that the significant BI starts to appear 
from day −4 and lasts until day +6. Compared with the 
WI for the wave-train type, the BI for the blocking type 
has a weaker day-to-day variability where the BI steadily 
increases and lasts for a longer time. In terms of precursory 
signals, the BI for the blocking type is observed at an ear-
lier time, indicating using the BI to forecast the blocking 
type is more effective and predictable.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9  The number of cold surge occurrences for a wave-train and b blocking types based on monthly AO index. Thick line is a sliding mean for 
5-adjacentband

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10  Temporal evolutions of a WI and b BI for the wave-train type, and of c WI and b BI for the blocking type. Black dots indicate statisti-
cally significant values at 90 % confidence level
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In summary, the characteristics of the two types of cold 
surge defined by the new indices shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9 are in good agreement with those defined by the clus-
tered method shown in Park et al. (2014). The wave-train 
cold surge associated with growing baroclinic waves is 
characterized by a southeastward expansion of the Siberian 
High and strong northerly wind over East Asia. During the 
blocking cold surge, on the other hand, a height dipole con-
sisting of the subarctic blocking and the East Asian coastal 
trough induces a southward expansion of the Siberian High 
and northeasterly wind. Cold surges of the blocking type 
tend to sustain longer and be more intense than those of the 
wave-train type.

5  Applications of the new indices

As the wave-train and the blocking types are not neces-
sarily independent from each other, there is a possibility 
of their concurrence simultaneously. Being different from 

the previous clustering method using a fixed criterion, 
the new indices, where the types are determined by rela-
tive intensity of the WI and BI, provide some flexibility to 
consider an intermediate type that has the characteristics 
of both the wave-train and the blocking. In addition, using 
the new indices we are able to exclude the events that are 
not accompanied by the essential features of upper tropo-
spheric disturbances or the subarctic anticyclonic circula-
tion responsible for cold surge occurrence.

Figure 11 shows a scatter plot with the BI and WI to 
be used for the definition of the wave-train, blocking, and 
intermediate types and their composites of 300- and 850-
hPa Z anomalies. In Fig. 11a, we group 292 cold surges 
into three types of 140 wave-train, 73 blocking and 79 
mixed types using the definitions of the WI–BI relationship 
of WI > 2 × BI, WI < 0.5 × BI and 0.5 × BI < WI < 2 × BI, 
respectively. Note that these definitions are arbitrary and 
changeable according to the research purpose. The fea-
tures of the wave-train type in Fig. 11b indicate the typi-
cal upper-tropospheric ridge-trough-ridge pattern with the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11  a Scatter plot between BI and WI for the three types of cold 
surges. Composite of Z anomalies at 300 hPa (contour interval of 
300 m2 s2; significant values at 95 % confidence level are indicated 

by thick contours) and at 850 hPa (shading; significant values at 
95 % confidence level are indicated by black dots) for b wave-train, c 
blocking and d mixed types
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westward tiling in the vertical direction and the south-
eastward expansion of the Siberian High originated from 
the continent for the blocking type. Figure 11c shows the 
height dipole pattern, which is made of the barotropic 
subarctic blocking and the baroclinic East Asian coastal 
trough, and the southward expansion of the Siberian High. 
In Fig. 11d, as we expected, the mixed type has the proper-
ties of both wave-train and blocking types (i.e., the tropo-
spheric wave-train, the subarctic blocking, and the trough 
over the East Asian coast), which are displayed in Fig. 11b, 
c. This means the new indices can capture not only indi-
vidual events of the wave-train type or the blocking type 
but also mixed type. Because the cold surge classification 
by the new indices is based on a scattered distribution of 
the WI and BI designed to provide dynamic feature related 
to the cold surges in the tropopause, we suggest a powerful 
advantage of the new indices that the cold surge type can 
be classified into some flexible pre-determined groups with 
criteria of specific WI–BI distribution according to the goal 
of the research. For example, to focus on the only block-
ing cold surges that rarely involve the wave-train type, we 
can choose the events with large BI values and near-zero 
WI values.

Another advantage of the new indices is that they ena-
ble us to exclude weak and vague cold surges (i.e., events 
without general features of cold surges reported in previ-
ous literatures) from the total cold surges. A total of 60 
cold surges with negative WI and BI values among the 352 
cold surges are regarded as unclassified cold surges and 
their composited SAT, 300-hPa Z, and MSLP anomalies 
are presented in Fig. 12a, c, e. For comparison with gen-
eral cold surges, we also display the SAT, 300-hPa Z, and 
MSLP anomalies composited for other 292 cold surges in 
Fig. 12b, d, f. In Fig. 12a, the surface cold anomalies are 
located over the continent and their core is observed around 
Lake Baikal. East Asia is not the region under the main 
influence of the cold anomalies and a part of cold anoma-
lies stretched from the continent just reaches the East Asian 
coastal region. This means the impact of these cold surges 
is weak over East Asia. For the general cold surges, on 
the other hand, more intense and broader impacts of cold 
anomalies cover the entire East Asia (Fig. 12b). The cor-
responding upper-tropospheric condition of the unclassi-
fied cold surges in Fig. 12c is quite different from that of 
the general cold surge. While other cold surges are associ-
ated with the upper-tropospheric wave-train, which origi-
nates from the Eurasian continent and moves to the North 
Pacific (Fig. 12d) (Takaya and Nakamura 2005a; Jeong 
et al. 2006), 300-hPa Z anomalies related to the unclassi-
fied cold surges show a trough-ridge-trough pattern located 
over the subarctic, southern Russia, and the inland area of 
China, respectively, i.e., the wave-like pattern southwest-
ward propagated from the Arctic (Fig. 12c). Also, the East 

Asian coastal region is covered by positive Z anomalies, 
instead of dominant negative Z anomalies (i.e., trough) 
that are essentially responsible for cold surge occurrence. 
Because the day of a strong Siberian High is used for the 
first stage of cold surge definition, the amplified Siberian 
High is found for the unclassified cold surges (Fig. 12e). 
Compared to other cold surges (Fig. 12f), however, an 
expansion of the Siberian High is confined in the inland of 
the Eurasia continent. In addition, the intensity is relatively 
weak, despite the composite for fewer samples of 60 cases. 
Therefore, the unclassified cold surges not accompanied by 
the well-known mechanisms of the wave-train or the block-
ing do not seem to result in their systematic occurrences to 
exert a strong influence on the entire East Asia, and they 
may interrupt to interpret the significant signals in compos-
ite analysis. Through the new indices, we can focus on the 
analysis of general cold surge occurrences related to syn-
optic-scale atmospheric circulation without involving non-
systematic and weak cold surge occurrences.

6  Concluding remarks

In this study, we introduced two new dynamic indices that 
effectively define the two cold surge types over East Asia. 
Based on the PV approach for the Northern Hemispheric 
blocking definition suggested by Pelly and Hoskins (2003), 
the combination of two new indices, which describe the 
main characteristics of the wave-train and blocking types of 
cold surge in the dynamic tropopause (i.e., PV = 2 units), 
provides a flexible classification of East Asian cold surges. 
Considering the WI, the characteristic of the wave-train 
type is captured by the difference between θ anomalies on 
the 2-PVU surface averaged over the western North Pacific 
and over northeast China. The blocking type is character-
ized by area-mean θ anomalies over the subarctic region 
and over northeast China, of which the difference gives the 
BI.

In the scattered distribution of the WI and the BI, the 
wave-train (blocking) type is identified when the WI (BI) 
is greater than zero and greater than BI (WI). The 188 cold 
surges included in the wave-train type are related to a grow-
ing baroclinic disturbance manifesting itself as an upper-
tropospheric wave-train. The southeastward expansion of 
the Siberian High with an intense cold advection driven by 
northerly wind contributes to the occurrence of the wave-
train type. The 104 cold surges of the blocking type are 
characterized by a meridional dipole of Z anomalies with 
a barotropic blocking over the subarctic region and a baro-
clinic trough over the East Asian coast. The southward 
expansion of the Siberian High and the associated north-
easterly wind lead to strong cold advection toward East 
Asia. Compared with the cold surges classified into the 
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wave-train type, those of the blocking type tend to occur 
more frequently with a longer duration and stronger inten-
sity. As a result, the new indices can successfully capture 
the two well-known mechanisms of East Asian cold surges 
and their characteristics reported in literature (Takaya and 
Nakamura 2005b; Park et al. 2014).

Besides the conformation of the two types in previous 
literatures, one of the major advantages of the new indices 
is to allow various practical uses with the scattered distri-
bution of the WI and the BI. Cold surges of the interme-
diate type in which the wave-train and the blocking types 
occur simultaneously mean that both of the WI and the 
BI are large positive values. The intermediate type can be 
used for assessing the interaction between propagating 

wave-train disturbances and retrograding blocking forma-
tion. In terms of the interaction, previous studies showed 
that high-frequency baroclinic disturbances play an impor-
tant role in initiating and maintaining the blocking flow 
(Green 1977; Nakamura and Wallace 1993; Maeda et al. 
2000), which is likely to be applicable to establish a mech-
anism of the intermediate type of cold surge. Naturally, 
if the cases with large WI or BI values and the relatively 
small values of the others are selected, it is possible to 
focus on the wave-train or blocking type isolated from the 
others. Therefore, according to the WI–BI distribution, we 
can conveniently select some cold surge cases according to 
the research goals. The new indices also allow us to ignore 
some cases of negative WI and BI where neither wave-train 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 12  Composites of a, b SAT anomalies (shading; significant 
values at 95 % confidence level are indicated by black dots), c, d Z 
anomalies at 300 hPa (shading; significant values at 95 % confidence 

level are indicated by black dots), and e, f MSLP anomalies (shad-
ing; significant values at 95 % confidence level are indicated by black 
dots) for a, c, e unclassified cold surges and b, d, f other cold surges
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nor blocking features are observed and focus on the general 
cold surges accompanied by synoptic-scale atmospheric 
circulation.

Through indexing the classification of cold surge type, 
the new dynamic indices are able to play a role as a sur-
rogate for the large-scale atmosphere related to cold surges. 
This enables us to easily monitor the behavior of cold 
surges using the simple indices instead of complicated 
large-scale features. Further, an application to the extended-
range prediction of cold surges is likely to be possible. As 
shown in Fig. 10, compared with the WI for the wave-train 
type, the BI used for detecting the blocking cold surges has 
stronger low-frequency variability (i.e., weaker day-to-day 
variability) and the precursory signal ahead of cold surge 
occurrence is found at an earlier time. Therefore, more 
comprehensive understanding of the precursory signal 
associated with the BI can be useful for monitoring, fore-
casting, and alerting cold surges of the blocking type.

The new indices are fully based on the difference 
between θ anomalies averaged over the western North 
Pacific, the subarctic region, and northeast China. Because 
those regions can be subjectively chosen, the indices can 
depend on regions selected for definition of WI and BI. 
We check the Z-300 hPa anomalies for all cold surges. 
For the wave-train type, while a trough over R2 is found 
over a lot of wave-train cold surges, positive θ anomaly 
over R3 appear to be region-dependent. This is a limita-
tion of the new indices. On the other hand, for the block-
ing cold surges, blocking over R1 and trough over R2 are 
observed for most of them. That is, the region-dependency 
of the blocking type is a little. Thus, in Fig. 4b, the sep-
aration of BI and WI for the blocking type is quite clear 
compared for the wave-train type. Under the stable separa-
tion for the blocking type, the rest can be regarded as the 
wave-train cold surges. In terms of the forecasting, the new 
indices based on θ anomalies averaged over large domains 
such as the western North Pacific, the subarctic region, 
and northeast China may not be useful without considera-
tion or implication over the small local area. In addition, 
the region-dependency of θ anomalies associated with the 
wave-train type can prevent an accurate predictability of 
cold surges. Therefore, for the real forecasting, the poten-
tial limitations related to the large domain-based index and 
the region-dependency of the wave-train type might lead to 
doubt for the stability of the whole analysis presented in 
this study and usefulness of this new dynamical index.

Despite the above-mentioned limitation, the new indices 
must be a stable method to make up for a serious problem 
in the clustering method. As mentioned in the introduction, 
the clustering method is unstable and sensitive to the used 
samples. Table 1 shows the number of cold surges of which 
types change with respect to the period used for the cluster-
ing method in ERA-Interim. Despite the same cold surges 

occurred for a period of 1979–1989, types in some of them 
changes according to the period used for the clustering 
method. For example, 73 wave-train cold surges classified 
by the clustering using cases for 1979–2011 are moved in 
blocking type by the clustering using cases for 1979–1989, 
while 35 cold surges remain as the wave-train type. The 
new indices fix the problem using simple values based on 
the dynamical features. As a result, the new indices devel-
oped in the present study have the advantages in terms of 
simplicity, stability, and various applications.

The methodology suggested in this study can also be 
used for studying the cold surges in general circulation 
models (GCM). Unlike the statistical clustering, the new 
indices are not sensitive to any period or any kind of data-
set. Adding more cases will not change the existing dis-
tribution of the WI and the BI. Thus, the cold surges rep-
resented in GCMs can be directly compared with those 
in the observation in terms of more objective evaluation. 
Furthermore, similar analysis could be performed to exam-
ine the impacts of climate change on cold surge types and 
their properties. The changes in cold surges could be dis-
cerned with the aid of climate change experiments using 
the GCMs that simulate present-day conditions sufficiently 
well. Future research will include efforts to understand how 
climate changes project onto the statistics of the cold surge 
types.
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